Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

91

DT

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Robinson, A'Shawn

3-21-95 (24)

Scout Name (Last, First)

Martin, Tanner

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Alabama [ALUN]

16–2nd–DET

Detroit Lions

Games Played

Games Started

46

29

INJURIES
KEY STATS

22

Positions Started Captain

Nose, 3-Tech

No

2018: Registered 5th most solo tackles from the defensive interior (9th in assisted). Ranked
76th amongst defensive interior in sack production (1) in 2018.

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

6035

307

5.2

1.78

BEST

48%

2016- No injuries on record. 2017- No injuries on record. 2018- Minor Ankle Injury:
Unspecified (Week 10- Out for Week 11), Knee: Unspecified (Week 17, put on IR, missed
several practices in spring training).

Height

Tapes Viewed

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Arm

34 1/2 10 1/2

26

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.8

4.74

106

22

2018: at DAL 9/30, vs SEA 10/28, at LAR 12/2, at AZ 12/9, at BUF 12/16
UOH/Mental Processing/Play Strength/Anchor/Pursuit down LOS vs Run

WORST

Upfield Burst/UOH/Plan of Attack vs pass, Quickness/Agility/Speed, Pad Level pass rushing

PROJECTION

High Quality run defender at 0-4 Tech DT / 1 and 2 Gap due to elite arm length/UOH, play
strength, mental processing, and competitive toughness. Should not be expected to
generate sacks/QB pressures/push the pocket vs the pass or provide pass rush in
stunts/games/1 on 1 on 3rd down due to adequate agility, marginal quickness/burst/speed
and UOH.
Any scheme that relies on big bodies in the trenches to clog running lanes with
mass/strength, hold &/or push the LOS, or keep LBs free at the 2nd level vs the run game on
early downs.

SCHEME FIT

SUMMARY
A 3rd year DL who has started 29 of 46 career games, including 7 of 13 in 2018 in his 1st under new HC Matt
Patricia and DC Paul Pasqualoni, transitioning to a hybrid 4-3 Over/Bear/Okie front for the 2018 season. Spent
his 2018 campaign tasked with clogging interior lanes and dominating the LOS vs the run on 1st and 2nd down
from a variety of alignments including Over front 3-tech, 0-nose (Bear/Okie), and shade in a highly multiple
defensive front predicated on owning the LOS with interior down lineman. Possesses good height, good weight,
and elite arm length on a rock sturdy frame featuring tight, defined muscle mass throughout his lower body and
a well-packed upper body build from shoulders to midsection. Possesses solid AA overall: Shows very good
flexibility in his knees/hips with good body control, solid balance, adequate explosion & agility, with marginal
quickness and speed. An elite player vs the run - dominates using elite mental processing and reaction time off
the ball to identify and respond to both Zone & Gap scheme with proper positioning/technique, shows a
relentless motor and very good play speed in his ability to track the ball through traffic/engagement and make
plays on the football. Consistently dominated in the run game vs elite competition with very good competitive
toughness in his commitment/willingness to do the dirty work in the run game on the interior. Shows elite play
strength and UOH leveraging his gap vs Base, Combos, and Down blocks at the POA – plays with tight hands off
the ball with very good placement/timing to capture blockers’ chest vs base blocks, utilizing elite length, play
strength, and knee/hip bend to anchor and extend for separation. A very difficult player to displace, able to drop
his knees/hips and root into the ground vs DBLs and has a natural base off the ball to absorb initial impact vs
combos. Defeats Reach blocks after contact, using his reactive athleticism and angles to give him an opportunity
for his hand use and strength on contact to knockback OL and control their outside shoulder. Shows elite ability
to shed and make tackles in/around his gap –Combination of knee/hip flexibility, upper body strength, and body
control allow him to stay low/in control and overpower blockers to reset and engage ball carriers with a strong
tackle radius and good timing for solo tackles vs the run. Very good discipline in backside pursuit running down
the LOS vs Outside Zone and perimeter runs, stays square to the LOS with good UOH to hold the LOS as he works
to the ball with very good angles/anticipation leveraging cutbacks. Makes a mark in the passing game with good
mental processing/opportunism employing elite length/good body control to obstruct throwing lanes/threaten
quick game and bullet passes batting balls at the LOS, keeps his eyes on the QB and stays in good position for
cleanup sack opportunities. Low utility as a gap penetration type player vs the run due to adequate upfield burst,
wide upper body build, and marginal quickness overall, will struggle to squeeze through gaps firing off the ball
working edges or getting skinny in the hole to create penetration in the backfield. Shows marginal ability as a
pass rusher overall – Seems resigned to his AA deficiencies as a pass rusher, showing only adequate competitive
toughness in his approach/confidence in his ability to make plays attacking the QB. Only adequate in his ability
to rush with power, struggles to maintain good pad level through his lower body rushing on a linear plane.
Marginal/inactive with his UOH to reset for underneath/inside leverage, marginal quickness/agility limit utility
of rip/swim moves on his track to the QB, transparency in his pass rush plan (bull rush by default) allows
interior players to anticipate/set accordingly with confidence. Not a dynamic mover in space closing on the QB,
marginal speed/explosion into contact on the move lead to insufficient range/closing speed to capitalize on QB
hit/sack opportunities in the pocket as well as pursuing QBs once contain is broken in PAP, rollouts, or
scrambles. High Quality run defender at 0-4 Tech DT / 1 and 2 Gap due to elite arm length/UOH, play strength,
mental processing, and competitive toughness. Should not be expected to generate sacks/QB pressures/push
the pocket vs the pass or provide pass rush in stunts/games/1 on 1 on 3rd down due to adequate agility,
marginal quickness/burst/speed and UOH.

